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“Hare” by Albrect Durer



In our previous lesson we focused on line and shape, 
the first two elements of art.  We are going to look at 

texture and master artist Durer.  Artists create an 
implied texture through techniques in media. 



Durer created the look of feathers and fur.  Creating 
texture can be done with paint or pencil or pastels. 



Durer was also known for his work in printing and did 
many Biblical illustrations.



We will practice doing an animal. 
The pictures below use a dry brush technique for the 

fur.



You want to do the animal’s eyes first.  Draw the animal lightly 
in pencil marking the entire space first.  Do the eye first as it 
will be the darkest value. Remember to show light in the eye.



Choose one color and by adding white or black to it try 

to create nine different values of the color.



Choose one of these dog pictures and copy the picture step by step.  The 
picture on the right is done in the style of Impressionism by the great master 
Manet.  The picture on the left is done realistically by Benno.  Which do you 

prefer? 



You can draw any animal by using basic shapes and 
then add value and texture for shading.



Franz Marc was a famous Expressionist artist.  
Expressionist artists use color to express emotions and 

ideas.  He did the wonderful horse picture below. 



He does a variety of pictures of horses?  How do you 
like the way he uses color?



Expressionism come after Post-Impressionism and 
before Cubism and the abstract art movement.



You can do an implied grid by looking at a horse head and 
measuring the ear and using that measurement to get the 

correct proportion of the rest of the head.



One of my students created this horse in bright colors.  
Create a horse using at least five colors.


